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by Rexdl · December 24, 2020Current version: 1.25.139File size: 40 MB + 73 MBMemorize: www.ReXdl.comCoin / CashOfflineAndroid Central: One of the best new apps of the week! Drone Shadow Strike is the most epic military warfare game that offers an addictive mix of strategy, fast paced combat and real action! Operate the world's best UCAVs with an arsenal of weapons and bring the rain! Set at
the heart of hidden air warfare with inspired immersive real-world environments and the original Forward Looking Infrared (FLIR) camera, the game puts you in a hot seat for a special ops operator. You must work your way up the chain of command over a number of secret missions, using ultra high tech equipment, strategy &amp; skills and superior firepower to lay waste to enemies of the state, all at tap at
your fingertips! Reaper, avoid enemy fire and raid their bases before they take you out. You are ready to engage! The game is completely free to play, but some in-game items require an in-app payment. You can disable the payment feature by disabling in-app purchases on your device. Exclusive features: Fly 8 different types of UCAVs, from prototypes to official in-service aircraft! Defend, survive, strike
or escort; 34 missions in 5 real-world inspired campaigns. Guns, guided missiles, rockets &amp; bombs; 4 types of weapons, 25 ways to turn 'em up. Superior upgrades. Choose to be easy &amp; insidious or high &amp; proud!7 Further improvements. Dominate the battlefield with airstrikes, nuclear weapons &amp; more! Simple and easy intuitive touch control, command the match with just a fingertip!
Fight alongside friendly AI forces. Give overwatch and protect them at all costs!20 official Rows. Start as Airman Basic and rise up to the command of Master General.Over 282 Challenges &amp; 70 Achievements.More campaign episodes to come.* Permission: - ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION: To determine your location for region based deals. HOLIDAY UPDATE Hello Pilot. With the holiday season
knocking on our doors, gearing up for lots of great fun coming this fall bring in the opportunity to claim awesome drones and weapons. Get ready for amazing events as your thumbs twiddle for awesome action. Bug Fixes and optimizations were done in the game for a smoother, effortless and flawless air strike gameplay experience. So take control of your drones, upgrade your arsenal, and descend into the
fun... APK and install it on your device. Enter the game. Reliance Big Entertainment (UK) Private Limited Android 4.0.3 + Version: 1.22.137 $0 Drone Shadow Strike (MOD, Unlimited Money) - an action where you will be the operator of a combat drone with an important task, your resources are limited and the enemy is getting closer and closer, showing all your power and your strength. Repel attacks of
opponents from high, hit targets and inflict crushing damage on enemy columns. Win a victory without a single sacrifice, put the enemy to and drive him away from your area. The game will be able to lure the lure not only with a large number of tasks and places, but also with beautiful beautiful graphics with incredible special effects and explosions. Updated to version 1.22.137! Developer: Reliance Big
Entertainment (UK) Private Limited Android:4.2+ Genre:MOD Size:113.6 Mb Updated:15.10.2020 Current version:1.25.136 4.9 Download Drone Shadow Strike MOD money - A bloody war is declared and all methods must be used to win. As the best soldier you will participate in special missions and air strikes using high-tech aircraft technology, you have missiles, guns, 4 types of weapons and bombs.
Show yourself as a skilled fighter, crush your enemies immediately. Improve your technique to incredible power and destroy enemy mode. Money increases with purchases! Drone Shadow Strike MOD OBB game: unzip folder from archive in / sdcard / Android / obb / Latest news, games, programs. Here you can download full versions of all games and applications on your Android device, as well as MOD
games, completely free and without registration. All of them are definitely as they have been checked for viruses and performance. Don't forget to judge us as it will help us know better what your preferences are. Drone Shadow Strike (MOD, unlimited money) - War strategy in real time that will move character to the real battlefield. In this game you will become an operator of several unmanned units, control
the latest military developments, use the entire arsenal of allies to repel all enemy attacks on your fortified positions. But the most interesting thing is that this game will allow you to participate in battles not only on your own territory, but also on the enemy, after successfully repelling enemy attacks, trying to seize enemy territory, selecting the most weakly fortified positions and hitting vulnerable spots. It all
depends only on your choice and tactics invented earlier, think about in advance the safest plan of retreat and cover for Allied forces. The game has excellent high quality modern graphics, simple and convenient control that will not cause any discomfort and a large number of tasks for a couple with an exciting story that will give a lot of positive emotions to real fans or just connoissees of this genre of
applications. Obb for the game Drone Shadow Strike v1.25.136 (MOD, unlimited money) unpack from archive to / sdcard / Android / obb / Drone: Shadow Strike is a military-themed game that combines strategy and actively deploy combat operations well. The supplement presents a variety of modern weapons: several types of weapons, guns, radio-controlled bombs and more. You have to keep the
defense and try to repel the impact of enemy strength. Winning enemies for this you will be credited balls that will allow you to buy improvements to your game. Download Drone Shadow Strike (MOD, unlimited gold/cash) v. 1.25.139 Download Drone Shadow Strike (MOD, unlimited gold/cash) v. 1.25.136 Download Shadow Drone Strike (MOD, gold/cash) v. 1.25.134 Download Drone Shadow Strike (MOD,
unlimited gold/cash) v. 1.25.131 Download Drone Shadow Strike (MOD, unlimited gold/cash) v.1.25.127 Download Drone Shadow Strike (MOD, unlimited gold /cash) v.1.25.117 Download Drone Shadow Strike (MOD, unlimited gold/cash) v.1.24.145 Download Drone Shadow Strike (MOD, unlimited gold/cash) v.1.23.121 Download Drone Shadow Strike (MOD, unlimited gold/cash) v.1.23.114 Download
Shadow Drone Strike (MOD, unlimited gold/cash) v.1.21.008 Download Drone Shadow Strike (MOD, unlimited gold/cash) v.1.20,140 Download Drone Shadow Strike (MOD, unlimited gold/cash) v.1.18.148 Download Drone Shadow Strike (MOD, unlimited gold/cash) v.1.5.02 Download Shadow Drone Strike (MOD, unlimited gold/cash) v.1.4.48 Download Drone Shadow Strike (MOD, unlimited gold/cash)
v.1.4.44 Download Drone Shadow Strike (MOD, unlimited gold/cash) v.1.3.65 Download from Google Play The Chinese developers of the virtual game Army But Strike have embodied all the wishes and the legendary Counter Strike is now available on mobile devices. Here, each player will appreciate [b]Guns[/b] is a simulator that allows you to test the capabilities of a weapon when you fire. Modern Ops is
an online shooter whose concept is taken from the well-known Counter-Strike. Modern Strike Online is a quality shooter from Russian developers. From the beginning of Block Strike players have to wander through worlds, that carries a lot of dangers and thirsty Shadow Fight 2 on Android is a bright and powerful sequel to a premium game with a truly Veitng Shadow Fight 3 for Android devices from Nekki
studio offering users the owners of portable Drone: Shadow Strike 3 – UAV Hidden Attack 3 is a very beautiful and exciting action game and air battle from Reliance Big Entertainment (UK) gaming studio Private Limited to Android devices, which are offered for free on Google Play and decided as usual. We will introduce it to you and delight you fans of air battle games! Soldier! The eye in the sky is back,
wafting in the air - silent but deadly. Your enemies won't see you coming, and until they realize it, it's too late. Drone Shadow Strike 3 delivers the most intense free-to-play drone reconnaissance simulation on mobile. Drop-in, Gear up, Sniper-up and compete. Help ground troops who are left to survive with shadow strikes. Drone Shadow Strike is back with developed war action and advanced military
arsenal to push the thrill of first-person shooter games even more. Drone Shadow Strike 3 carries the legacy of its predecessor. It's time to enter the battlefield, strategize your movements and test your abilities to dominate the resistance and bring world peace. Operate the world's best UCAVs and shoot your way through a variety of action-packed hidden missions, using ultra-high-tech equipment and
weapons, including rockets, bombs, gunships, guns, etc. Disrupt enemy control, provide close Air support and raid Enemy Bases before they take you out. REALISTIC TARGETING SYSTEM Strategize your attacks with MALE (Mid Altitude Long Endurance) Precision Targeting Drones and HALE (High Altitude Long Endurance) Drones for major area damage - Take aim through your sights and complete
missions and challenges daily missions Get a daily mission and only one shot at it. Strategize to Annihilate, Defend and Hunt in these Precision Strike missions. LIVE EVENTS - Immersive Gameplay - Compete with players involved in FPS battles with inspired real-world environments - Choose your style - Go with epic explosions, or stick to hidden guns-a-blaze gameplay - Complete missions - Survive
through high-voltage enemy attacks, or escort your battalion on the ground to safety - Top the Leader boards – Master your shooting skills and win amazing rewards – Play Zombie events. Let fire into the dead from your drones. KILL-CAM FINISHER – Cement your victory with kill-cam finisher – Lock-in on your goal and follow your kill to its destruction - Slow-mo style adds to the drama and satisfaction of
MASSIVE BATTLE MAPS - Gaze at next-generation GFX, that allows for an unprecedented representation of environments – Adapt to changing terrain &amp; fog, switch between regular UAV Dash-cam and FLIR Thermal Cam – Enhanced SFX and voice acting will immerse you in bleak scenarios so step into one of the best military warfare experiences that offer an addictive mix of strategy, fast paced
combat, and real action! FEATURES: - Fly different types of gunships, from prototypes to official in-service aircraft! – Defend, survive, strike or escort - Simple and easy intuitive touch controls - Master the battle with your fingertips — 49 real-world inspired missions — 4 types of weapons and 21 ways to light up — 7 Further enhancements – Dominate the battlefield with airstrikes, nuclear weapons &amp;
more! – 20 official rows – Start as an Army Airman Basic and ascend to the command of a Master General Ever-evolving game: Daily Missions, Live Events &amp; Challenges, with monthly updates that deliver new features and game modes. Soldier! Your country needs you. Dominate the resistance and show them the sharpshooter you are. Be ultimate combat commander and make your team proud. May
victory belong to you! Again and then! The game is completely free to play, but some in-game items require an in-app payment. You can disable the payment feature by disabling in-app purchases on your device. * Permission: – READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE: For storing your game data &amp; progress. – WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE: For storing your game data &amp; progress *Also optimized for
tablet devices like us: Follow us: See us: Visit us:
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